BUILT TO WITHSTAND
THE FORCES OF NATURE,
WE’LL BRING THE

ENGINEERED

CYCLONIC

HANDI-GARDEN ™ SHEDS
CYCLONIC STORAGE SHEDS

HANDI-GARDEN™ SHEDS

HANDI-GARDEN CYCLONIC
Built to withstand the forces of nature, Handi-Garden Cyclonic
Sheds are designed for use in cyclone prone areas. They feature
reinforced walls and roofing and are available in an impressive
range of colours and sizes. Custom-made sizes with a range of
optional extras are also available. Not only are they strong, but
bold attractive lines on the outside make the Handi-Garden
Cyclonic Sheds more than just a practical addition to the garden.

STRONG AND DURABLE SHEDS
Handi-Garden Cyclonic Sheds feature reinforced walls with
heavy duty internal stud frames and a braced roof that uses
sturdy ridge beams to ensure your shed will withstand the
test of weather and time.

STANDARD SHED DIMENSIONS
Model

Width

Depth

C1

2.3m

1.6m

2.1m

C1a

1.9m

1.9m

2.1m

C1b

1.9m

1.6m

2.1m

C1c

1.6m

1.6m

2.1m

C2

2.3m

2.3m

2.1m

C2a

2.3m

1.9m

2.1m

C3

3.1m

1.9m

2.1m

C3a

3.1m

1.6m

2.1m

C4

3.1m

2.3m

2.1m

C5

3.1m

3.1m

2.1m

Quality construction means your storage shed will be a lasting
investment. The galvanised frame components are welded for
strength, while the roof and walls are clad with strong high
profile Superdek® steel sheeting.

Wall Height

Width & depth (approx) measured to outside of the walls

STRENGTH AND STYLE
Not only are they strong, bold attractive lines on the outside
make Handi-Garden Cyclonic Sheds more than just a practical
addition to the garden. Choose from an impressive range of
colours or un-painted Zinc/Al.
Choose from a range of 10 standard sizes, or you can specify a
custom made shed up to 4.2 x 5.0 metres in size. The door has
a wide opening of 1020mm and the opening features a raised
step for strength and to prevent water and debris from entering.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Dress your shed with a range of optional extras including a
five blade louvred window, or a five blade louvred window
with a security grill, 400mm wide heavy duty shelves
and a 300mm spinning ventilator.
ENGINEERED
Handi-Garden Cyclonic Sheds are the ideal
do-it-yourself project. Alternatively Stratco
can recommend an independent qualified
installer to do the job for you.

CYCLONIC

MAINTENANCE: Regular maintenance is essential to maintain the good looks of all Stratco steel products and to ensure you receive the maximum
life-span possible in your area. Washing with clean water must be frequent enough to prevent the accumulation of dust, salts, and pollutants
or any other material that will reduce the life of the product. Stratco steel products that are regularly washed by rain require no additional
maintenance. No Stratco steel structure or materials are recommended for use over, or in close proximity, to swimming pools or spas. No material
that retains water (such as dirt or paving sand) should be placed against the columns. Care must be taken when determining the location of Stratco
steel products so that they are not placed in close contact with sources of pollution or environmental factors that could affect the life of the steel.
Refer to the ‘Selection, Use and Maintenance’ brochure for more information.
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